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In this adorable book, meant to be shared with 
babies and toddlers, mothers explore their love 
for their babies as experienced through the five 
senses. From the sound of a baby's giggles to the 
smell of a kunik, this book celebrates the unique 

bonds shared between mothers and babies.
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Notes on Inuktitut Pronunciation:
Capital letters denote the emphasis and a double vowel lengthens the vowel sound.

Term          Pronunciation        Meaning
kunik           KOO-nik                   A kiss given by placing the nose on a person’s face and breathing in.
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My little sweetheart,
how I love you so!



My little sweetheart, 
 I can see you.
 You are gone . . . 
 there you are . . . 
 I can see you.



and you can see me, too.I can see you,



My little sweetheart, I can 
hear you. Where are you? 
I can hear your giggles. 



and you can hear me, too.I can hear you,



My little sweetheart, I can 
smell you. I kunik you with my 

nose. I can smell your skin.



and you can smell me, too.I can smell you,



My little sweetheart, I can 
feel you. I hug you tightly 

and I can feel you.



and you can feel me, too.I can feel you,



My little sweetheart, I can 
taste you. By snuggling you and 

kissing you I can taste you.



and you can taste me, too.I can taste you,



I can see you,
hear you,
smell you,

feel you, and
taste you because
I love you so!
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